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What is the selective advantage conferred on the human race, or any other species, by consciousness? Is it just an epiphenomenon of our brain mechanisms - the whine of the neural gears, the clicking of the neural circuitry? Or can one identify a more important role for it in the survival and future of our species? Like many others, I feel intuitively certain that consciousness is of paramount importance, and it therefore becomes an intriguing task to search for and try to define this role.

The answer I shall put forward is that consciousness links the individual to the community within which he lives, a link that is crucial to all that is human. Normal perception, learning and memory are thought to be involved - nothing paranormal - but the individual's need for consciousness and its impossibility without social experience means that consciousness itself is what forces an individual to interact with the community. This interaction occurs in both directions, for one's consciousness is much concerned with other individuals, while past experience with other individuals has much influence on the content of each individual's consciousness.

This idea places consciousness in the border regions between the individual and the community; this is quite different from the border between dualism and identity theories that Jeffrey Gray has been concerned with, but the two ideas are complementary, not conflicting, and if it is correct that consciousness haunts the intersection of these two boundaries we shall have made good progress in delimiting the types of

nervous activity with which it is concerned. But let me start by explaining the converging paths which have brought me to this viewpoint; in a sense these are digressions, but I hope they will move you gradually towards my way of looking at the problem.

Consciousness and Single Units

I started thinking about consciousness because of my interest in the role of single nerve cells in sensation and perception. Briefly, one can find neurons in sensory centres and pathways that show discriminative powers not unlike those of an intact human being. You find cells in the rabbit retina that respond when things move up but not down, and we can tell if things are moving up or down (see figure 24.1). Likewise you find cells that discriminate between different velocities of movement, and between stereoscopic disparities, and colours, and the various categories of cutaneous sensation. More recently cells have been found in the monkey cortex that respond to human faces, and appear to be able to discriminate between the faces of particular individuals. Such cells have much of the discriminative capacity of our own sensations, and when you come across these facts you are bound to say to yourself, 'Well, I know that when I discriminate between red and green this is accompanied by a conscious sensation. When this single nerve cell shows the same sort of

![Figure 24.1 Example of pattern discrimination at the cellular level. This ganglion cell in the rabbit's retina gave a vigorous burst of impulses (lowest record) when a spot of light moved upwards through the appropriate part of the visual field, very few when it moved downwards (highest record). Other directions gave intermediate responses (records at the side). The receptive field was first mapped with a stationary spot turned on and off, and this region is represented in the centre of the figure by the + symbols, indicating that a brief response occurs at on (+) and off (−); no response occurred outside the ring of O's. Then a spot was moved through the receptive field in the direction of the arrows, and the records at the bases of the arrows obtained. Here the cortical units are action potentials or impulses, which are the messages signalled to the brain, with the numbers of impulses (from 2 to 70) indicated. The lower trace in each record shows the movement of the spot of light (from Barkov, Hill and Levek, 1964).](image-url)
discriminative capacity, am I to suppose that it is actually having some kind of rudimentary sensory experience? Although there may be some people who think that a primitive form of sensation occurs in a single cell, that doesn't make sense to me, and I cannot accept it.

I think this is a problem of levels of analysis: if one cannot find the explanation for consciousness at the level of single cells one has the choice of looking at a lower level or at a higher level. The lower, more analytic, level does not seem promising to me, for transmitter substances and receptor molecules are surely even further from consciousness than single neurons. Going one step in the other direction, to nerve nets and groups of neurons, does not seem to introduce any very interesting new possibilities, but the picture changes dramatically if you consider whole brains, for then types of behaviour occur that result from one brain interacting with another. This seems to me the level at which one must look for a better understanding of consciousness, and especially of its biological role.

Conscious Thought and Social Understanding

The second digression is to compare my position with that of Nick Humphrey. Even though we had never previously talked to each other on the subject, we found that we had rather similar views when we gave talks at a conference in Cambridge about seven years ago, for we agreed that consciousness is closely connected with the social behaviour of animals; however, I think I have carried this initial insight to its logical conclusion and shall try to clarify my viewpoint by comparing it with Nick's better-known position.

He points out that knowledge of the working of one's own mind can be very important in social behaviour; one understands the motivation and causes of the behaviour of others by analogy with one's introspective knowledge of the motivation and causes of one's own behaviour. While fully agreeing that the survival value of consciousness derives from its influence on social problems and their solutions, I think he has much too much confidence in the validity of the knowledge gained by introspection about the working of one's own mind. I do not think it gives accurate knowledge of the causes and motivation even of one's own behaviour, let alone that of others. Introspection only leads one to think one understands the reasons for one's actions, and the limitations of this partial knowledge are crucial. Furthermore, his view does not emphasize the influence of social experience, particularly early experience, on the nature of an individual's consciousness. This experience may control the quality, depth and validity of an individual's introspection, thus making consciousness a joint product of the individual and his social environment.

Of course this is to some extent simply an echo of Freud, but once it is admitted that introspection is fallible, one must look at the errors it leads to, as well as the advantages it confers, when considering its survival value. Some may find this cynical, but there are other sources of knowledge than introspection, and in this post-Freudian, post-Marxist age it seems to me a much sounder viewpoint. My mistrust of introspection is also the basis of my last digression.
Biological Roles are not Introspectively Obvious

The third and most important pathway to my viewpoint arises from a difficulty in the direct introspective attack on the question. A few analogies will show how deceptive such an approach can be.

First consider pain: introspection tells us that pain is unpleasant and that pain-producing objects and situations are to be avoided, but it does not tell us that pain preserves our lives and limbs. The fact that this is indeed the case becomes abundantly clear when one encounters unfortunate individuals who lack a sense of pain, for they suffer repeated and potentially dangerous minor injuries from burns or abrasions that others reflexly avoid. Furthermore when they have received a minor injury, they lack the automatic reactions that rest and protect the injured part, allowing it to recover.

The important point to realize is that direct introspection about pain does not lead one to appreciate its value and it is instructive to see how to circumvent this difficulty. Instead of contemplating pain directly, ask the question "What is the principal action associated with the sensation of pain?" I think one would answer, either by introspection or by observing others, that it leads to withdrawal from painful objects or situations, and avoidance of these in the future. From there it is of course a small step to understand the survival value of a system of nerve fibres that can only cause unpleasantness, and to see the benefits derived from them.

Now take another example – falling in love. Poetry books are full of introspections on this subject, and as before they somehow miss the point we are interested in. On the other hand, asking what principal action is associated with falling in love makes it obvious that the propagation of the species and future survival of the human race are at stake. The poets are unintentionally instructive on the devious fallibility of introspection, for they avoid emphasizing the fertility and motherliness of the person concerned and dwell on very different qualities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPERIENCE</th>
<th>INTROSPECTIVE MESSAGE</th>
<th>SURVIVAL VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>Unpleasant and to be avoided</td>
<td>Minimizes injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>Desire for lifelong attachment, feelings of unbounded admiration, etc.</td>
<td>Propagation of the human species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redness</td>
<td>Attribute of a physical object</td>
<td>Ability to communicate about this attribute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introspection on our experiences does not directly tell us their survival value (more on redness at pp. 369–72)

I think this brief consideration of pain and love has shown how hopelessly misleading it can be to try and draw conclusions about the
biological survival value of a subjective experience by direct introspection. That doesn’t mean to say that one should ignore one’s introspections altogether, for when the misleading aspects are pointed out we may be able to say, ‘Well yes, perhaps this does make sense.’ But the survival value of a subjective experience is certainly not the first thing revealed to introspection, and it helps to look at the principal associated actions which it brings about in yourself and other people.

This could be pursued further by talking about hunger or thirst, and I shall return to the sensation of redness later, but it is time to leave these digressions and attack consciousness itself, applying the lessons learnt in these preliminary skirmishes with pain and love.

No longer mourn for me when I am dead
Than you shall hear the surly sullen bell
Gave warning to the world that I am fled
From this vile world, with vilest worms to dwell:
Nay, if you read this line, remember not
The hand that writ it; for I love you so,
That I in your sweet thoughts would be forgot,
If thinking on me then should make you woe.
O, if I say, you look upon this verse
When I perhaps compounded am with clay,
Do not so much as my poor name rehearse;
But let your love even with my life decay;
Lea the wise world should look into your, dear,
And mock you with me after I am gone.

Figure 24.2: Sonnet no. 71 by Shakespeare.

Conscious and Unconscious Neural Activities

If our consciousness is limited, what is it limited to? Upon what types or classes of neural activity can we obtain an introspective viewpoint? At first one is inclined to think that, without consciousness, all mental life would cease, but it is certainly not true that all neurally mediated behaviour would cease. Consciousness is therefore associated with the working of only part of the brain, and we want to find what part this is.

We have seen that one path to the answer may be to look at the principal actions that are associated with it, and also of course at those that can occur without it. It would also be illuminating if one could find pathologies of consciousness analogous to the absence of the sense of pain, or colour blindness, for then one might be able to point to the direct consequences of its absence or faulty functioning. Let us start by trying to decide what parts of the working of the brain are accessible to consciousness and what parts are not.

I think everybody will accept that there are many things one’s brain does for one that are not associated with consciousness. For instance, I walk towards my front door or my car, and I find my hand in my pocket getting out the key. That part of my brain is actually rather stupid because it usually gets the wrong key, but one must give it credit for doing a quite complicated action without any conscious thought passing through one’s mind. I am sure everyone can think of many equivalent neural computations that their brain performs without their awareness: picking footfalls on a mountain path, many aspects of driving a car or returning a
shot at tennis, brushing one’s teeth or putting on one’s clothes, for example. Maybe these are consciously initiated, and maybe when first performed one has to pay conscious attention, but in normal life one’s brain does many complex operations for one without the breath of consciousness. What then is the general characteristic of those brain operations that do accompany consciousness?

The answer I would give is that they are concerned with social interactions, and especially with the preparation and execution of communications with other individuals. Of course this mainly means communication with other humans, though I wouldn’t want to deny consciousness to the person who is talking to his dog. Somebody might object that all forms of neural activity must be brought about in the same way, by nerve impulses, synaptic potentials and so on, so that it is inadmissible to suppose that some forms of activity are accompanied by consciousness, others not. An analogy may make clear why this objection is invalid. Consider speech and sound: again it might be said that both are transmitted by the vibration of air molecules, hence one cannot attribute an important property to the one and not the other. But speech is not just the vibration of air molecules; speech sounds form only a very small subset of all vibrations of air molecules, and when talking about speech it is that subset we are interested in, not the general question of how sound is transmitted to the listener. In the same way, it is quite reasonable to say that the nervous activity associated with consciousness is only a small part of all the activity of the brain, namely the part which is concerned with communications with other individuals; that is the important aspect of conscious activity, not the fact that it is mediated in the same way as most other operations of the brain.

Now, of course it is true that you can have mutual communication between two individuals without consciousness. If we recognize that unconscious communication is possible, we are not forced to say that bees, for example, are conscious even though they certainly communicate with one another very freely and effectively. But one can also have consciousness without concurrent communication with another individual, and this needs more careful consideration.

If I’m shut in a room by myself I don’t become unconscious, so that the relationship between consciousness and communication isn’t simple and immediate; consciousness continues when communication is cut off. But I would claim that whenever one is conscious, even in one’s deepest introspections, one is in a sense addressing some other individual. Are others aware of an audience when they are thinking to themselves? I could often name the individual or individuals to whom my thoughts are addressed, but I don’t know how universal this is. Even when the audience cannot be specified, I believe it is reasonable to insist on the importance, for all conscious thought, of some internal model of one or more other human minds.

As Kenneth Craik argued, our brains are adept at modelling the environment, and the characteristics of other individuals must be among the most important candidates for such modelling. If you have doubts about the importance of human models in introspection, ask yourself what language your thoughts are couched in, and from whom you
learnt that language. For me at least it makes sense to suppose that the
dawn of an infant's consciousness comes with its early communication
with its parents, and that ever afterwards the image or model of the
communicatee is a partner in conscious experience.

The importance of interaction and communication for one's con-
sciousness will probably be challenged, so my first task is to make the idea
acceptable to common sense. I shall try to do this in two ways: first, see
whether these ideas fit in with common usage; and second, find whether
they are plausible when we introspect about them.

Common Usage of 'Conscious'

I have chosen three rather different examples to show that commu-
nication is an important part of consciousness, as this term is commonly
applied. If someone says 'he's unconscious', to test this you would
immediately try to establish reciprocal communication with the individual
concerned, and if you failed you would be likely to agree that he was
unconscious. This would be so even if, for example, the person was sleep-
walking and showed many indications of being in a normal state. In such a
case you might go up and tap him on the shoulder, and if you didn't get
sensible responses you might say, 'Well, he appeared at first to be
conscious, but he is not responding to me and his consciousness must at
least be impaired.'

Another example indicates what seems to be a very different usage of
the word 'conscious'. In a train coming back from London once, I heard
two football fans talking about a third person whom they both knew; they
were saying, 'he's not even conscious.' It turned out that what they meant
was that this third party didn't support the same team; so it seems that
they were imputing unconsciousness simply because they couldn't com-
municate on this one issue.

**Conscious** (kən'səs), a. [f. L. *consci-us* knowing
something with others, knowing in oneself, privy to, con-
scious + *opus*. L. *consci-a* f. *con-* together + *sci-*
knowing, as in *scire* to know; cf. *nescius* unknowing,
*precisus* foreknowing. There is no such word in F.,
which uses *conscient* in some of the senses (as did also
Bacon); but it has *conso* privy, accessory, guilty, from
16th c.]

†1. Knowing, or sharing the knowledge of anything,
together with another; privy to anything with another.
Obr. [With quot. 1651, cf. L. *alius* et *opus* re *consci-i*.
1651 HORROES Lenda. 1. vi. 31 Where two, or more men, know of one and
the
same fact, they are said to be Conscious of it one to another. 1664 SOUT. Jew.
1.192: 1. 394 Nothing is to be concealed from the other self. To be a friend and
to be conscious are terms equivalent.

2. fig. Attributed to inanimte things as privy to, sharing
in, or witnesses of human actions or secrets. Chiefly poet.
(The earliest record of the word being one of those ridiculed by Ben
Johnson; frequent in the Latin poets with 1607, cf. Ov. *spatium non *consci-
solo est*.)

---

**Figure 24.3** The Oxford English Dictionary's definition of
consciousness agrees that shared
knowledge, implying
communication, is an important
aspect of consciousness
(reproduced courtesy of Oxford
English Dictionary, Oxford
University Press).
Now let's just take a third example. I made a conscious decision this morning to miss my dentist appointment. And what I mean by that is that I didn't accidentally miss it; I went through a stage when I could have told you, or the dentist, that I was going to miss it. So what the word 'conscious' adds to the meaning of the above sentence is the fact that I was in a position to communicate my decision to another person.

In all these three examples, which are really quite diverse, it is the ability to communicate that is the crucial test of consciousness, so I wonder if anyone can think of a good example of the proper use of 'conscious' which would disprove this statement: the person who is said to be conscious is in a position to communicate, and the person who is said to be unconscious is not. In common usage, communication or the ability to communicate appears to be a crucially important aspect of consciousness.

**Introspective Acceptability**

Does this attempt to delimit the types of neural activity that are involved in consciousness seem plausible introspectively? As I've mentioned, there are pitfalls here, but no idea about consciousness is likely to survive unless it can at least be reconciled with our introspections on the subject.

Many people will point out that although one's conscious thoughts are largely composed of words and language, they are not exclusively composed of them. I'm sure musicians can consciously think in terms of musical phrases and harmonies, but music is after all a form of communication, so that objection is answered. I'm also told that if a champion skier is to have any chance of winning he must, just before he starts a race, rehearse in his mind exactly how he will take every gate. Well, after those don't seem to be communications that pass through his mind, but I wonder if the skier is not actually rehearsing messages from (or to) his trainer, rather than rehearsing the motor actions he will perform. In any case these two examples are unusual, and the prevalence of language in consciousness will probably be conceded.

Even with my more elaborate conscious thoughts I can often make myself aware of an audience whom I am addressing; this is important because I would have different thoughts if the audience were different. Perhaps many of you would agree, when you are thinking in a particular mode, this is sometimes because you have in your mind a particular person or audience. If you accept this, then you have admitted that consciousness is not a property of a single brain, but also involves the representations in that brain of others. This is particularly important for those introspections about one's beliefs and actions that, as Nicholas Humphrey points out, help one to understand other people, for it means these others are having a reciprocal action on one's own thoughts. Thus conscious introspection is not just a simple aid to social behaviour, but is itself moulded and formed by social experience.

I find that this comparatively small change in how I think of consciousness makes an important difference, and now that it has been incorporated in my thoughts, it is not only acceptable but also attractive to realize that consciousness is not all my own brain's work, but is partly caused by those with whom I communicate.
Autism - Life Without Consciousness?

Can one point to pathological conditions of consciousness, analogous to the lack of a sensory system subserving pain, or to congenital colour blindness? It was suggested before that childhood autism, whose pathognomonic symptom is the failure to develop normal social relationships, might represent such a condition, and recent experimental and theoretical studies add some plausibility to this. Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith found that 16 out of 20 autistic children failed a test that required them to understand that another being could hold a false belief because it had incomplete information; a group of normal children of mental ages matched to the autistic group passed the test without difficulty, as did a group with Down's syndrome similarly matched. Thus the autistic children were unable to do a simple version of precisely the task that Humphrey said consciousness facilitated - understanding the causes of another individual's actions and beliefs. As I have emphasized, our own introspective knowledge is incomplete, but autistic children appear to lack even our limited conceptualization of mental states and their origins.

One wonders if some impairment of the mechanism and range of consciousness might not be the cause of ill-defined 'psychopathic personalities', habitual criminals, and others whose principal problem lies in their relationship with other individuals and society. This may amount to no more than saying 'they do not think like us', but it may also draw attention to the aspect that is different, namely the capacity to introspect on one's own mental state and recognize the existence of similar mental states in others.

It is also interesting to speculate about an individual whose introspection could extend far beyond the limits restricting those of the majority. Such an individual would have access to superior understanding of the causes of his own and also of his friends' beliefs and actions; he or she would make a good playwright or novelist, but would we regard such an individual as unusually understanding and sympathetic, or as cold, calculating and unsocial? Greater introspective power, like any other improved mental faculty, could clearly be advantageous to the individual, but could be disruptive to the group and species. How much then does social morality depend, not on the validity of our introspections, but on each individual's introspection having limitations and errors similar to those of others in the community?

Raw Consciousness

Consciousness of course means many things. So far I have talked mainly about the aspect that decides one's future actions in the light of introspection on one's own mental state and that of others. Because so little is known of the underlying physiology and psychology of these processes, there is little temptation to think about them in over-simple, over-mechanistic terms; but this is not true of supposedly more elementary forms of consciousness such as 'raw' redness, which some would
hold to be just our brains' direct response to a stimulus in the external world. The rather complete physiological and psychological knowledge we possess of such peripheral sensory processes seems at first to support this notion, for it might be thought to imply that there is no room for communication and interaction in generating the experience. I do not think this view is correct because current knowledge does not explain how sensory experiences acquire their labels, and for a number of other reasons.

First, we often do want to communicate about sensations like redness, and I claim this is why they form part of the content of our consciousness. We want to be able to say, 'That strawberry is red enough to pick and eat', or 'The red sunset forecasts good weather'; no one can deny this need to communicate about our immediate sensations. Furthermore the influence of language, and hence necessarily of social experience, upon the raw sensations themselves is greater than one normally admits. Consider a colour-blind individual who completely lacks one of the three types of cone photoreceptor possessed by those with normal colour vision (that is,
a 'dichromat', instead of a 'trichromat' like most of us). There are
irrefutable reasons for believing that such an individual's experience of
colour must be very different from that of the rest of us, yet most of them
would understand what I have said about colour in this essay, and could
carry on a normal conversation about colours without a slip. Quite a
number of them are actually unaware of their abnormality until it is
revealed to them by testing: surely such a person's knowledge of colour
must have been derived from sources that are certainly not accessible to
us when we introspect on our sensations.

It is interesting to speculate about a colour-blind individual who, as is
the case with many of them, has a normal mother and a colour-blind
father: on my views he might have a thoroughly schizophrenic conscious-
ness of colour, since his early verbal knowledge of it would come from a
mother who might seem to him 'funny about reds and greens' and a father
whose experiences matched his own much better, but who would have
suffered the same problem as the son in matching these experiences to
the spoken words of the majority.

The Recipe for Redness

1. Form an optical image.
2. Measure the light in long, medium and short wavebands in each
   part of it.
3. Compare amounts locally in each waveband.
4. Make comparisons over larger regions of the image.
5. Classify the results and make an array of possible results. These
   are the possible unlabelled colour sensations, and the current
   perceptual computations allot each part of the image to a position
   in this array.
6. Form an array of colour words by listening to adjectives for
   surfaces of objects, etc.
7. Observe how they are used and attempt to match them to
   positions in array no. 5.
8. As you succeed, attach labels of array no. 6 to the appropriate
   positions in array no. 5.
9. Forget you ever did nos. 6, 7 and 8 but retain labels in no. 5.
10. Use these labels to describe your sensations, e.g. 'that apple is
    red'.

Redness is never raw: it is the result of a complicated sequence of
operations. (NB: the physiological mechanisms of steps 1–3 are
understood quantitatively; steps 4 and 5 are beginning to be known;
steps 6–10 are almost guesswork, but something of this sort must
happen.)

These facts are less surprising when one realizes that the sensation of
redness is the end result of an elaborate sequence of neural operations
(see box The 'Recipe for Redness'). This is what Edwin Land has been
telling us recently, and a long time ago Hermann von Helmholtz was saying that perceptions were the products of unconscious induction. It makes a lot of difference where you think the sensation of redness occurs in the sequence of events from physical stimulus to the final consequence of that stimulus, namely the utterance ‘it’s red’, or the ability to communicate or make use of that fact in some other way. If you think only a few easy steps intervene between the physical stimulus and the sensation, whereas many steps intervene between the sensation and the communication, then you may have a problem with my view of consciousness. But if you think (like Helmholtz and Land) that many logic-like processes go on before even the simplest sensations occur, then there is plenty of room for social experience to interject its effects, and the point of view that I am presenting becomes much more acceptable. If the sensation is much nearer the utterance than the physical stimulus, it becomes reasonable to say that the sensation of redness is merely preparing you to communicate the fact that something is red; this is another case where introspection is misleading, for redness is a carefully cooked product and is never as raw as it seems.

Having defended the view that consciousness involves communication, even in the case of raw sensations, I want to make it clear that I do not think this communicative role explains it. There would probably be something mysterious about the subjective sensation of redness that would remain after one had a complete account of the underlying mechanisms, even if this account included a description of the mechanisms relating it to social interaction and communication. This ‘something’ seems likely to lie beyond the range of current scientific approaches, but linking it to the extraordinary complexities of social interaction at least relieves one of the urge to attempt explanations in over-simple physiological terms.

Implications

What are the implications of the view that consciousness is an aspect of communicating, interacting, brains? Well, the first idea one must discard is that consciousness is simply a property of a brain by itself. This is where I started, for it was because I had accepted the usual view that consciousness is just an attribute of the brain, like mass or colour, that I was puzzled when I realized that there was probably no remnant of this attribute in the single cells I was recording from. Consciousness becomes a bit less bizarre and paradoxical if you accept that it has to do with communication and interaction between brains, and not with a single brain by itself or any part of it by itself.

To illustrate the benefit of this change, take the problem of giving the reason why brains can be conscious but stones cannot. If consciousness was a simple attribute of either by itself, you would have to say the difference was the result of some physical difference between the two, and this would start you on a lengthy, but ultimately false, trail. Once you accept that consciousness is a matter of communication and interaction, the problem vanishes, for these interactions have a quite different degree
The Biological Role of Consciousness

If what I have been saying is correct, one can begin to see that the biological consequences of consciousness are immense, for it must determine the whole form and quality of human social behaviour. Let us see how this happens.

Let us suppose that consciousness in the infant is awakened by the first mutual communication with another person—perhaps the first smile that is returned—and that the trace or memory of this interaction is an essential part of subsequent conscious experience. To enlarge this experience and bring it partly under his control the infant brain must build a model of what it is interacting with, that is a model of the mother and her brain which will tell the infant when smiles will be returned, and when other responses and interactions will occur. Just as in a conversation two people can explore a subject in greater depth than either of them alone, so remembered partners in introspective 'conversations' can allow deeper insight than would be possible for a mind that did not possess good models of others. Thus the content and validity of introspection can be enlarged, but only by social experience leading to the incorporation of models of other people's minds. On this view the crucial feature of consciousness is that it requires a remembered partner for its introspections: consciousness is taught, awakened and maintained by interactions with other modelled minds, and its characteristics in any individual depend to some extent upon these other minds. Thus consciousness becomes the forum, not of a single mind, but of the social group with whom the individual interacts.

A mind without an inner life is not a human mind, but the same postulate that explains the biological importance of this inner life also goes some way towards explaining another crucial human characteristic, namely the production of an objective, permanently recorded, culture. This could be the expression of the mind's desire to communicate and interact, not just with the remembered minds of others, but also with the minds of future generations. If consciousness depends on interaction, it is not surprising that people seek to leave traces for later minds to interact with.

I have proposed that the survival value of consciousness results from the particular patterns of social behaviour it causes us to follow. The important part that this has played in our evolution justifies our intuitive sense that consciousness is not an epiphenomenon of neural machinery but is of paramount importance to our species. Thus it can be claimed that some progress has been made towards the goal of finding its biological role. Two cautions are, however, needed. First, consciousness is unlikely to be the only mechanism that promotes and makes possible our social behaviour; hence the most that can be realistically claimed is
that the powers and limitations of consciousness are important in this respect. Second, this insight certainly does not explain the aspect of consciousness that is mysterious and apparently beyond the range of the reductionist scientific approach, by relating it to the enormously complex area of our social interactions it may, however, point us in the direction that will enable us to understand it better.
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